Addendum 1 has been issued to answer questions submitted to date.

1) The filter list includes filters for Energy Center and I do not see Energy Center listed on the pricing sheet. Answer: The Energy Center purchases and replaces their own air filters. Please disregard the information provided for the Energy Center on the filters list.

2) Do you guys have direct shipping? Will the filters be staged at each different building? Or do you have a central warehouse that we have to transport the filters to the Buildings? If you have a warehouse, do we have to take inventory. Answer: CCSU does not have an area to store filters on campus. Contractor shall be responsible for storing them off site and bringing them to campus as needed.

3) Can you tell me the thickness of the filters listed for Mid Campus Res Hall. Answer: They are all x1. See attached revised filter list.

4) Does the tech, who is providing the filter replacement, have to have a current D or S license? Answer: Yes CCSU will require the tech to hold a current D or S license.

All other terms, conditions and specifications in the RFQ remain the same.

END OF ADDENDUM 1